Producers of meetings and conferences are feeling the squeeze as events go hybrid: On one hand, virtual audiences expect—and often pay for—professional-quality video content; on the other, limited budgets result in less-than-ideal viewing.

The innovators at PRG have a solution. OneStream™ Pro is an integrated workflow that brings a clean, clear look and sound to breakout-room content. It is built around two essential components: a proprietary multi-purpose device and onsite operation and management from our industry-leading digital services team.

Benefits

- **Economy.** Reduce labor and equipment costs associated with video capture and transmission of comparable quality. Technicians in your control center operate OneStream remotely in place of camera, audio and related staff in each breakout.

- **Speed.** No more long delays from manual uploads of breakout room content. Here, content is on the cloud and edit-ready almost as soon as a session is complete.

- **Content optimization.** In traditional workflows, most meeting content is effectively lost—archived but too difficult or time-consuming to make viewable. OneStream Pro makes it easy to access, edit and, in many cases, monetize your valuable content.

- **Global reach.** OneStream Pro can be sent anywhere to capture far-flung presenters. PRG technicians install the unit in any home or office and set lighting, audio and camera remotely.

- **Confidence.** Venue sound systems and AV infrastructure can be fickle. OneStream Pro’s shotgun mic provides a failsafe, ensuring that virtual and overflow audiences never lose the presenter’s narrative.

Call your account manager for more information.
The OneStream Pro device: Pan, Tilt, Zoom Camera. Allows flexibility for unobtrusive positioning within the room

- Shotgun Microphone. Provided as a back-up if venue sound system fails
- 5G, WiFi, and Ethernet Connection
- Remote and direct controls for camera and audio
- Adjustable LED Lighting for remote, at-home presenters
- Mounts on speaker stand or placed on table or cart

The OneStream Pro workflow:
PRG Digital Services technicians operate each OneStream unit:

- Adjust all controls
- Manage/upload content
- Troubleshoot

Single OneStream Pro unit set up to specification in each breakout room.

Call your account manager for more information.